EXCELS IN SPORTS
INFRASTRUCTURE

HOCKEY PERFORMANCE

Recreational Systems International

“WHY FIT IN, IF YOU
CAN STAND OUT”

ABOUT US
European Hockey Group is a business unit of Recreational Systems
International (RSI), an international organisation that unites several business
units that each offer unique solutions to deliver quality infrastructure for
sport. RSI products and concepts answer the need for affordable, flexible,
high-quality and low-maintenance sports venues and facilities.
They are suitable for use in both professional venues and community grounds.

Through RSI, EHG is the official partner of the German Hockey Federation (DHB)
and the European Hockey Federation (EHF). “As the goals that RSI and EHG have
are very much aligned with the ones the EHF pursues, their reliable, sustainable
and innovative solutions will certainly make a difference,” says Jokko de Wit,
who manages the partnerships for the European Hockey Federation.
Thanks to the agreement, EHF make RSI and EHG products part and parcel of
its development of the game.

It is the collective expertise available within the group and the drive to be
Reliable, Innovative and Sustainable that can be credited for the many
ground-breaking solutions RSI has introduced since the late 90s. Many of those
introductions still benefit the hockey community to date. To us, innovation and
product development are the keys to laying the foundation of quality sports
facilities.
As the RSI organisation is a one-stop shop, we are well-positioned to assist
venue owners, clubs and municipalities from around the globe. All products and
procedures are fully compliant with all international standards. They are also
being recognised by all relevant international sports authorities.
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Official partners of the:

European Hockey Federation

Deutscher Hockey-Bund

“PASSION IS ENERGY. FEEL THE POWER THAT
COMES FROM FOCUSING ON WHAT EXCITES YOU “
Oprah Winfrey

WE ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT HOCKEY
Management of RSI and EHG all have a longstanding and active career in
hockey, be it as player, official or manager at every level of clubs and the
game. Our involvement continues to date.
Hockey is an exciting fast-paced game that has always been open to
embracing new innovations in the interest of the appeal and safety of the
game. EHG continually researches and reviews innovative and
ground-breaking approaches, visions or solutions that could serve the
interest of the game or players.

The designs of many of our solutions make it possible to use low-skilled labour
when establishing or improving a facility. It is a benefit that can help improve
the community. By using players, parents and locals when assembling the
product or facility, the construction cost will be reduced, while the sense of
ownership and social cohesion will greatly be improved. It is a benefit best
described as ‘priceless’!

Our sustainable and modular solutions make it possible to establish quality
sports facilities anywhere, anyhow and anytime. All our products are made of
materials of the highest grade. This enables them to withstand the exces¬sive
use sports facilities usually experience. They also meet the high-quality
standards that have been set for professional games or venues.
The solutions we offer ensure any type of facility can meet the expectations of
players, owners, fans and the community collectively, regardless of their age,
gender or sports ambitions.
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“WE EXCEL IN HOCKEY
INFRASTRUCTURE”
Artificial turf on RSI Base Panel System
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“CONCEPTS ARE THE KEYSTONE IN THE
ARCHITECTURE OF OUR THINKING”
Paul Hughes

Big Stadium standard

ALL IN ONE CONCEPTS
RSI offers smart and affordable solutions that enable venue owners to
increase their profitability, reduce their maintenance cost, provide a better
player-, fan- and sponsor experience and allow sports participation for a much
wider public.

DEVELOPING HOCKEY DIFFERENTLY
We are driven by a desire to provide Reliable, Sustainable and Innovative hockey
solutions. Our unique partnerships, technology and solutions help to improve
players and add a fun element to training sessions. Clubs, associations and
corporations can select the field that best meets the needs of the club or players
and the club’s ambitions.
Our drive is best reflected in partnership we have developed with the Athletic
Skills Company. The small courts use a completely new and unique approach
towards training and learning. They train all skills required for balls sports specifically.
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We use ground-breaking approaches, technologies and
solutions that have been proven to make a difference.
The modular systems we offer allow for the quick installation
and removal of fields in any environment. Ambitious
associations or clubs in need of a field in a temporary
stadium environment can rest assured that they will receive
a surface that allows them to earn any trophy while being
supported by their fans.
Our experience as an organization will help us in delivering
an experience currently being experimented with by
associations who host national games in stadiums that
originally have been built for a different purpose. By taking
advantage of the ability of these venues to host large crowds
and by benefitting from our modular surfaces, any club or
nation will be able to excel at the highest level.

“EXCELLENCE
HOCKEY
5’S IS THE UNLIMITED ABILITY TO IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF WHAT YOU HAVE TO OFFER”
Rick Pinto

HOCKEY PITCHES
RSI delivers turnkey infrastructure and technology that are innovative and
sustainable in many ways. All top layers have been carefully assembled to
ensure the easy installation of a quality surface that won’t require disruption
of the existing infrastructure. The top layers are produced from the
highest-grade raw materials and are installed on innovative solutions that
deliver the required safety and impact attenuation.
Our surfaces and infrastructure can be delivered in colours and colour schemes
that match the colours of the club, a sponsor or the particular municipality.
A cheerful livery will spark the enthusiasm that goes together with playing
sports or acknowledge the contribution partners have made.
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“WE DON’T WANT PEOPLE TO LEAVE THE
STADIUM UNTIL THE GAME FINISHES”
Jurgen Klopp

MODULAR STADIUM PITCH RSI “BIG STADIUM” VERSION
An hockey surface installed on RSI Base Panels delivers a mobile hockey field
without the need to disrupt the surface. The Base Panels produce the required
impact attenuation and drainage required for the field. Base Panels are produced from recycled plastic and can be installed on any flat surface. The layer
is complemented by an artificial turf surface that doesn’t require watering to
deliver excellent playing conditions.
The flat and stable surface available inside stadiums is all it takes for temporary
installation of a hockey field at any site or location, including mass spectator
venues.
Thanks to the modular RSI hockey field, high-profile hockey games can be hosted
inside mass spectator venues, thereby delivering a stadium experience to players
and spectators. The same applies to viewers when the game is streamed by
means of the EHG live streaming software. The entire package will help improve
the profile of the event and game, as well as generating more revenue from gate
fees, merchandising sales and the sale of advertising space.
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“GET THE FUNDAMENTALS RIGHT AND THE LEVEL
OF EVERYTHING YOU DO WILL RISE”
Michael Jordan

RSI SPORTS PANELS
A Sports Panel surface is made up of porous plastic tiles that produce a surface
that can be used for various sports, including (indoor) hockey, football, tennis,
basketball, handball, netball and gymnastics. The panels have a special finish,
allowing them to be used for both indoor and outdoor fields. The special finish
improves the shoe grip, regardless of the local climate conditions. The design
of the tiles helps to also deliver the required shock absorption and energy
restitution characteristics, thereby improving safety and comfort when playing
on this surface. The tiles have been fully tested for microbiological resistance,
resistance to weathering, oxidation and acids and bases (according EN 14030).
Sports Panels are available in various colours to facilitate the installation of a
distinct, inspiring and inviting all-weather surface in any outdoor or indoor
location. Apart from contributing to the enthusiasm and experience of the
players, a Sports Panel surface in a tailor-made colour scheme can also recognise
the club, sponsor or local municipality.
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“PERFECTION
TAKES PRACTICE”

HOCKEY PARKS
Conceptual Hockey Pitches
Our Conceptual Hockey Pitches deliver answers to the growing need for training in specific skills or to alleviate the pressure on the main expensive match
field. With hockey becoming increasingly popular, technical and fast, ambitious
players these days are required to master all different kinds of techniques and
to practise regularly. Small Sided customized Pitches are the answer to facilitate these developments.
Our Conceptual Hockey Pitches can be finished with various markings to enable
the training of particular skills like corner training or other set pieces, or to
facilitate high training intensity. The durable surfaces are available in any size.
Short Corner Park
A good example is the EHG Short Corner. In addition to the special markings to
facilitate the training of short corners, this particular concept also comes with
the EHG video analysis technology. Thanks to this combination, players practise
set pieces which can be evaluated and improved once they review the video
feed.
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Nurnberg

Berkel Enschot

“THE SOLUTION OFTEN TURNS OUT
MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN THE PUZZLE.”
RIchard Dawkins

MOBILE CONCEPT
EHG mobile fields are the perfect way to temporarily install a mini hockey field
for promotional purposes. Mobile fields have been well-received by hockey
associations, municipalities and corporate sponsors keen on introducing hockey to a wider audience.
The mobile fields can either have an artificial turf surface on top of a Base
Panel shock-absorbing layer or the Sports Panel hardcourt surface. These
panels have shock-absorbing and energy restitution characteristics integrated
into the panel. Both surfaces drain laterally, thereby ensuring that water drains
quickly, and the surface is always playable.
Mobile fields are easy to install and come with all the bells and whistles to
quickly facilitate the showcasing or introduction to the game of hockey, while
simultaneously keeping spectators safe. They can be installed on any flat surface
like carparks, town squares or large paved areas. The fields can be installed in a
matter of hours and the process doesn’t require any special skills or equipment.
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“THINK FAST
HOCKEY
5’S
ACT FAST”

HOCKEY 5’s
EHG already has the equipment and material to facilitate Hockey 5s games
of the highest level. With FIH certification for EHG boarding on its way, EHG
is about to become the first supplier of equipment for Hockey 5s that is FIH
certified.
Our hockey 5’s pitches can handle the excessive pressure that is exercised on
a small field. These hockey 5’s pitches are built from quality material that all
contribute to the sustainable concept. This includes the subbase, turf, goals,
boarding and netting that protect fans who are standing around the arena.
EHG Hockey 5s arenas deliver a turnkey solution. They come with a subbase,
top layer, boarding and netting to protect spectators as well as goals.
The fields recognise the need for sustainability. The boarding is made of recycled
artificial turf, while our subbase limits the disruption of the existing surface.
This is possible thanks to the use of our Base Panel shock-absorbing layer,
whose panels are made of recycled plastic.
In addition to the boarding that complies with FIH standards for the highest level
of the game, EHG also has boarding that delivers the same performance but is
easier to (dis)assemble.
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“DON’T WISH
HOCKEY
5’S FOR A GOOD
BODY, WORK FOR IT”

Our partnership with the Athletic Skills Company aims for stimulating the
sports and games experience and participation. With their Athletic Skills
Model (ASM), Athletic Skills Company has a unique concept for which RSI
SPORTS provides the infrastructure.

ATHLETIC SKILLS MODEL
The ASM concept is a training concept to train experienced and novice athletes
of all ages, regardless of their physical limitations. It uses 10 basic forms of
movement, each being a ground form of a particular skill. ASM is a practical
and scientifically based talent development model for elite sport, recreational
and unorganised sport, physical education, healthcare, and art and culture.
It introduces a unique structure of versatility through adaptive training, donor
sports and multi sports. Solutions from one sport are consciously or
unconsciously transferred to another. This results in positive transfers in
technical, tactical, conditional, strategic and mental areas. With this targeted
approach, programmes can be tailor-made for every kind of sport and
movement, for every mover and for all levels.
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Different way of thinking
By thinking in terms of skills, concepts and competencies, other forms of play,
activities, exercises and sports can contribute to optimal talent development.
ASM teaches the following skills:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Balancing and falling
Romping and fighting
Moving and locomotion
Jumping and landing
Rolling, tumbling and turning
Throwing, catching, hitting and aiming
Kicking, shooting and aiming
Climbing and scrambling
Swinging
Moving to music and making music

“DON’T WISH
HOCKEY
5’S FOR A GOOD
BODY, WORK FOR IT”

ASM FACILITIES
RSI has translated the ASM philosophy into high-quality multi-purpose sports
infrastructure to train groups in a leisurely and inspiring way. These solutions
are modular, allowing municipalities, schools, healthcare facilities and clubs to
cherry-pick and expand as they please.
The Playce Sport facility has been designed particularly with ball sports in mind.
Markings for various exercises are integrated into the surface. The facility can be
provided in any colour combination. Thanks to the design it will be immediately
clear which element is used for which exercise.
Explanations for each exercise can be printed onto the boarding that surround
the field. Clubs that invest in an Playce Sport will have more highly developed
players who will show better skills and flexibility as well as an improved
adaptation to game or play developments.
The facility can be built with an artificial turf surface on top of the Base Panel
shock-absorbing layer or Sports Panel surface to provide the required safety and
impact attenuation. They can be installed in both outdoor and indoor
environments.
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“FILM GIVES
HOCKEY
5’S US A SECOND CHANCE
AT A FIRST IMPRESSION”
Adrienne Posey

AUTOMATIC CAMERA SYSTEM
EHG’s smart, high-speed, dynamic 4K automatic camera system captures all
activities on the field for various purposes. They capture 30 frames per second
and have an optical zoom that can zoom in 25 times. The autofocus ensures that
all footage remains in focus, regardless of the weather conditions. Captured
footage can be used for analysing the game or players as well as streaming
events on multiple platforms simultaneously.
The cameras are directed by a high-speed tracking system that tracks the
movement of the ball and players without a need for an editor controlling the
system. Through artificial intelligence, the software selects its own camera
settings and sequence. The cameras can pan, tilt or zoom automatically and
are capable of capturing the action in a crystal clear manner.
EHG offers various packages, with each camera being capable of registering
activities in a wide horizontal angle that has been calibrated to reach the entire
pitch.
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Together with the EHF, RSI has started the project EHTV+. EHTV+ brings
federations, leagues and clubs our Automatic Camera Solution combining smart
integrated TeamTV software for Livestreaming, Broadcasting, Narrowcasting,
Highlight creations, Clipping, Analysis and Exchange.
EHTV+ should bring the very best captures and the best insights specially
provided for our sport.

“EVERYTHING
HOCKEY
5’S I DO IS GEARED TOWARDS
IMPROVING MY NEXT PERFORMANCE”
Carolina Kluft

LIVE STREAMING SOFTWARE
EHG automatic camera systems are a vital component for EHTV+, the live
streaming package of the EHF. EHTV+ enables federations, leagues, tournament
organisers and clubs to become their own broadcaster by streaming footage
to multiple platforms. The integration of EHG video analyses and performance
software makes it even possible to enrich the feed with overlays, heatmaps
and additional data as well as commercial messages.
EHTV+ is the ground-breaking digital ecosystem for club hockey in Europe.
It is the EHF’s over-the-top video platform with over 100,000 subscribers who are
looking for more high-quality hockey but on a more regular basis.
Footage captured by EHG automatic camera systems is automatically streamed
to multiple platforms simultaneously. The footage can be enriched by adding
match statistics or data, as well as, for instance, heatmaps. Furthermore,
the system can be instructed to show commercial clips or sponsor messages,
according to preset parameters.
Footage can automatically be sent to multiple channels like YouTube or
Facebook pages owned by the club, its members or its sponsors. The system can
also be used to automatically generate clips, highlights or short reviews of
matches played. These highlights, reviews or clips can also be played or
distributed automatically.
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“EVERYTHING
HOCKEY
5’S I DO IS GEARED TOWARDS
IMPROVING MY NEXT PERFORMANCE”
Carolina Kluft

VIDEO ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
Improving individual players or the game is all about learning from one’s
mistakes. Our unique video analysis software enables any team manager or
player to improve the performance of the team. The software was developed
together with software partner TeamTV. By tagging important moments or
activities, sequences or repeats can be automatically grouped in clips that can
be reviewed, discussed and shared with coaching staff and players.
When tags placed are aligned with footage captured by the smart cameras EHG
uses to register games and training activities, a database with smart content is
established. A unique online platform is used to store all footage obtained which
enables the sharing of clips or game reviews rapidly.
The software can be used by all coaches and players of a club. This makes it
possible to improve every single player by reviewing and discussing the
performance captured. The system can even be asked to automatically produce
a clip that mixes historical data with the latest visuals captured.
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Data obtained through the video analysis software can also add value to enhance
the EHTV+ live streaming software. When both packages are integrated, the data
from TeamTV adds statistics like the number of corners or fouls committed.
About TeamTV
TeamTV is a cloud-based content management system that allows for comments
to be added to the clips before they are shared with the management team,
individual players or a group of players. This allows players and coaching staff to
discuss moments or incidents without the need of all being present. EHG closely
worked together with TeamTV to make the software version for field hockey in
particular, becoming reality.

“THE BEST
HOCKEY
5’SINVESTMENT IS IN THE
TOOLS OF ONE’S OWN TRADE”
Benjamin Franklin

PERFORMANCE SOFTWARE
The EHG performance software allows players to peak at the right moment in
the season and prevents coaches from overburdening individual players or their
team. The software tracks players continuously and delivers data about their
activity that is easy to read and understand. This knowledge can be aligned to
the performance requirements individual players are supposed to deliver.
EHG supplies ultra-wideband and GPS tracking technologies to track and capture
the performance of players. Ultra-wideband tracking is able to transmit its data
at high speed and with accuracy.
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Both technologies communicate with microchips that players wear as part of
their kit or in specific vests used for training purposes. The data collected show
coaching staff and players insights, with statistics like running speed and
positions on the field, which can be aligned with heart rates, and an array of
other statistics.
Knowledge obtained allows coaches to prevent injuries or a decline in a player’s
physical capabilities, pre-empting fatigue or overstretching a player’s capacity.

“NOTHING IS MORE PERMANENT THAN
A TEMPORARY SOLUTION”

Comfortable space
An RSI Sports Dome can be fitted with smart LED floodlight technology
and heating equipment that can be linked to a Building Management
System. This ensures that these technologies are only active at times
when they are really needed, thereby reducing their reliance on energy.
Thanks to the double membrane, an RSI Sports Dome will be free of any
condensation.

SPORTS DOMES
EHG Air Domes have a double membrane system consisting of an outer and
inner membrane layer, with air in between. The static air in between the layers
acts as an insulating agent, contributing to overall energy efficiency of the
whole structure. By filling up the thermally sealed space with still air, isolation
values of 3W/m2K to even 0.9W/m2K can be achieved. These figures have
been confirmed by independent testing authorities. Thanks to the double
membrane, the air domes are also free of condensation.
The Air Domes are tied down by means of a unique anchoring system. In the
absence of steel cables or netting to keep the dome in position, the self-cleaning membrane remains clean. This contributes to the lifespan of the dome,
as well as the ability for natural light to illuminate the indoor space through the
translucent membrane layer. This limits the need for artificial illumination.
Each anchor is strategically placed to minimise the disruption of the existing
surface. The anchors do away with the need for bringing in external specialists
to repair and prepare the field at the start of the outdoor season.
EHG Air Domes are viewed as temporary structures, hence they don’t require
the permits or paperwork often associated with brick-and-mortar facilities.
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“PLAY ALL
YEAR ROUND”

FOR ANY CLIMATE
EHG Air Domes are turnkey solutions to facilitate sports participation in times
when weather conditions can be extreme. The domes are used in areas with
both extremely high and low temperatures, to protect players from the
intense heat or extreme cold while playing.
To control the pocket shape, a small ventilator is installed. It uses a special
pressure switch and only works when the pressure drop is detected – therefore, most of the time the ventilator is in OFF mode. The dome is always
inflated from the inside of the air dome. Furthermore, due to the membrane
airtightness, the inflated air is contained in a closed space without any driver
for air particle movement. The contained air acts in this case as an
excellent insulating agent, contributing to overall energy efficiency of the
whole structure.
Double membrane fan:
• Pressure-controlled inflation
• Robust metal casing
• Low pressure centrifugal fan
• Differential pressure switch
• Low power
needed.

Benefits
• Sustainable
• Energy-efficient
• Durable
• Long lifespan
• Fire-retardant
• Easy for relocation
• High tensile and tear strength
• Environmentally friendly, recyclable
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Smart energy usage
An RSI Sports Dome can be fitted with smart LED floodlight technology and
heating equipment that can be connected to a Building Management System.
By integrating these technologies, energy is consumed only when it is really
needed.

“LIGHT UP THE
DARKNESS”
Bob Marley

LED TECHNOLOGY
LED floodlight technology can deliver various illumination levels through the
same luminaire. An investment in this technology allows for the adequate
illumination of both training sessions and (inter)national league games with
the same luminaires. The energy consumption will be accordingly instead of
always consuming energy required for illumination at the highest level.
Replacing conventional luminaires for a hockey field with LED technology can
save as much energy as what is required to illuminate approximately 30 km of
highway. The luminaires strike instantly, and, as such, only have to be activated
for the time when artificial light is really needed. As each luminaire is over-engineered, the regular on and off switching won’t affect the illumination quality.
By the time the luminaire reaches the end of its projected economic lifespan,
each luminaire will still produce the stipulated intensity.
The LED floodlight technology we offer doesn’t require additional cabling or
infrastructural improvements. We offer solutions whereby the driver sits at
the luminaire, or at the bottom of the pole to enable easy access in case this
component should be replaced.
Our portfolio includes LED floodlight technology from established partners and
companies including AAA-LUX, Signify and Lumosa.

LED perimeter boarding
LED perimeter boarding offers clubs and leagues another platform to generate
extra income. These high-tech panels can show crystal clear messages, pictures
or animations. The panels have been designed in such way that they won’t be
damaged when they are hit by a ball, player or stick. Thanks to a clever design,
these panels also won’t pose any danger to the players.

LED boarding

UVC Technology

UVC algae treatment
The UVC unit developed by our partner Rhenac GreenTec triggers a
photochemical reaction that can be used to specifically damage or kill
microorganisms such as algae, bacteria and molds. The device fits on any
standard tractor and derives its energy either directly from the tractor or from
its own generator set. The intensity of the lighting is controlled by the distance
to the turf. Acoustic systems help the driver maintaining the correct driving
speed. A foam spray device marks the lane that has been treated. This avoids
that the respective area is repeatedly irradiated with UVC light.
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“THE BEST INVESTMENT IS IN THE
TOOLS OF ONE’S OWN TRADE”
Benjamin Franklin

BOX

REBOUND

HOCKEY TRAINING GEAR
EHG’s portfolio in infrastructure for hockey facilities is complemented by the
range of game and training accessories from FIKAGEAR. The materials have
been designed and developed through a team of experienced hockey players
and club officials. All equipment has passed the relevant tests in terms of
quality, durability and safety.
FIKAGEAR items are customised and can be branded according to your wishes.
The portfolio covers all items and accessories a hockey clubs needs: from balls
to bibs, cones, reboundboxes to goalkeeper equipment. Our latest addition is a
canon that has been specifically designed to shoot hockey balls at a particular
speed and direction to facilitate the training of set pieces.
FIKAGEAR is also supplier of the FIH certified Hockey 5’s boarding.
The brand is a trusted partner for dozens of hockey clubs in the Netherlands
and abroad. They know that orders submitted through the FIKAGEAR website
are processed instantly.

FikaGear

Click to visit our social channels
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